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being extremely versatile, the
Omega Allpro series is capable of
producing the most complex range
of carton styles while minimising
make ready and maximizing
productivity and profitability. The
company will also showcase
integrated end of line solutions
together with their project
collaborator Gämmerler GmbH
from Germany, exhibiting a robot
auto packer.
Duran Machinery is currently
exporting to 60 countries and
manufactures six lines of folder
gluers, including the Omega
Magnus, a specialty line for
corrugated manufactured in 170200 – 230 cm sizes. In addition to
its wide range of gluers they also
provide committed R&D services to
meet specific production
requirements.
www.duranmachinery.com

over the world and boast 12
patents that have advanced
technology and offer new intelligent
solutions. For the packaging
sector, Elitron, offers a wide range
of solutions, from sample-making
plotters right up to the KOMBO TAV,
a SuperPlotter with integrated
loading-cutting-unloading, a fully
automated solution for industrial
production of displays and
packaging. The plotter with two
independent cutting heads is able
to cut at speeds up to 106m per
min, equipped with the innovative
‘AiroPanel’ unloading system –
patented by Elitron – to fully
automate the entire production
process and reduce costs, for a
non-stop workflow 24/7.
www.elitron.com

EMMEPI GROUP SRL
Hall B6, Stand 445
This company offers integrated and
turnkey solutions based on “Made
in Italy” excellence for the
corrugated industry. With the
Emmepi Group, box plants can
source a complete conveyor
system, pallet press, pallet
wrapping and palletising system —
all from one source.

ELITRON
Hall B6, Stand 569
“Sharp economic management and
product diversification are the
common denominators for the
success of Elitron,” says Giuseppe
Gallucci, Director of Elitron. The
company’s innovative, Italian-made
cutting systems are exported all

information on the water based inks
will be provided. The company will
also have information and samples
of work run on its traditional
converting machinery, including the
new Compact 16-25/48 ‘Dual Size’
rotary die-cutter, the latest such
machine having been installed at
Obaly Morava in the Czech
Republic.

www.engico.com

EOS CORRUGATED GROUP
Hall B6, Stand 580
Provider of technical consumables
for the worldwide corrugated
industry representing Rodicut,
Bricq and Tools Corrugated. Will
promote the following:
— Anvil covers, non crush wheels,
feed wheels and other spare
parts (Rodicut Industry SAU)
— Corrugator belts (Bricq SAS)
— Rotary cutting dies by Tools
Corrugated SL.

www.emmepisrl.com
www.eos-corrugated.com

ENGICO S.R.L.
Hall B6, Booth 481
Will present the latest news and
information on the Aqua 250 digital
printer, developed specifically for
the corrugated market. Videos of
the machine in production, printed
samples, calculation of the ROI and
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ERO SRL GLUING SYSTEMS
Hall B6, Stand 354
Will highlight the use of the iPad
(and mini iPad) instead of the
standard control panel for gluers.
The iPhone can also be used to
replace the manual test of gun

